Iterative reconstruction for quantitative computed tomography analysis of emphysema: consistent results using different tube currents
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Purpose: To assess the advantages of iterative reconstruction for quantitative computed tomography (CT) analysis of pulmonary emphysema.

Materials and methods: Twenty-two patients with pulmonary emphysema underwent chest CT imaging using identical scanners with three different tube currents: 240, 120, and 60 mA. Scans data were converted to CT images using Adaptive Iterative Dose Reduction using Three Dimensional Processing (AIDR3D) and a conventional filtered-back projection mode. Thus, six scans with and without AIDR3D were generated per patient. All other scanning and reconstruction settings were fixed. The percent low attenuation area (LAA%; ≤−950 Hounsfield units) and the lung density 15th percentile were automatically measured using a commercial workstation. Comparisons of LAA% and 15th percentile results between scans with and without using AIDR3D were made by Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Associations between body weight and measurement errors among these scans were evaluated by Spearman rank correlation analysis.

Results: Overall, scan series without AIDR3D had higher LAA% and lower 15th percentile values than those with AIDR3D at each tube current (P<0.0001). For scan series without AIDR3D, lower tube currents resulted in higher LAA% values and lower 15th percentiles. The extent of emphysema was significantly different between each pair among scans when not using AIDR3D (LAA%, P<0.0001; 15th percentile, P<0.01), but was not significantly different between each pair among scans when using AIDR3D. On scans without using AIDR3D, measurement errors between different tube current settings were significantly correlated with patients’ body weights (P<0.05), whereas these errors between scans when using AIDR3D were insignificantly or minimally correlated with body weight.

Conclusion: The extent of emphysema was more consistent across different tube currents when CT scans were converted to CT images using AIDR3D than using a conventional filtered-back projection method.
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Introduction

Quantitative analysis of emphysema using computed tomography (CT) is a reliable, reproducible method for evaluating the severity or extent of emphysema. In the field of imaging for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), CT-based quantitative analyses of emphysema have been extensively investigated and have proved to be predictors of spirometric values, similar to quantitative measurements of airway walls.¹-⁴ Based on developments in imaging technology, many commercially available workstations can now provide fully automated quantitative analysis of emphysema
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using three-dimensional CT techniques, which enables researchers to more thoroughly understand the progression or distribution of emphysema.

However, it has also been reported that quantitative analyses of emphysema are sensitive to technical factors during CT scanning or reconstruction. Both differences in CT manufacturers or scanners and several imaging factors can affect the results, such as radiation dose settings, reconstruction kernels, or slice thickness. For example, it is well known that using sharp reconstruction kernels for lung or bone usually results in overestimating the extent of emphysema; therefore, standard kernels for soft tissue are recommended for CT-based quantitative analysis of emphysema. It is also known that different tube current settings result in inconsistent measurements, which result in overestimating the extent of emphysema when using lower tube current settings.

The most important developments in CT technology during the last half decade have been iterative reconstruction (IR) techniques, which have been applied to all major multidetector-row CT (MDCT) scanners and have created a new generation of reconstruction methods. Compared with conventional filtered-back projection (FBP) methods, IR is characterized by multiple iteration cycles during the reconstruction process until final output images are created and often enhances input images by using various statistical models. All major CT vendors have released their original IR techniques, which include Sinogram Affirmed Iterative Reconstruction (SAFIRE) and Advanced Modeled Iterative Reconstruction (ADMIRE) by Siemens Healthcare, Adaptive Statistical Iterative Reconstruction (ASIR) and Model Based Iterative Reconstruction (MBIR) by GE Healthcare, Adaptive Iterative Dose Reduction using Three Dimensional Processing (AIDR3D) by Toshiba Medical Systems, and Iterative Model Reconstruction (IMR) by Philips Healthcare. Although the characteristics of these IR methods differ, it has been accepted that all of these IR methods can dramatically reduce image noise and improve image quality for chest CT.

Although IR can be considered as a revolution in CT imaging, published information on the effects of IR for quantitative analysis of COPD is quite limited. Some reports have demonstrated that there were systematic differences in the extent of emphysema between scans when using IR and those when using FBP. However, it remains ambiguous as to which technique is more reliable or robust for quantitative analysis of emphysema. If an IR method truly reduces image noise and improves image quality, then it can be hypothesized that one advantage of IR would be consistent measurements at different tube current settings.

Thus, the aims of this study were to clarify the effects of IR on quantitative analysis of emphysema and to make comparisons with a conventional FBP method.

Materials and methods
This study was conducted as part of the Area-detector Computed Tomography for the Investigation of Thoracic Diseases (ACTIve) Study, an ongoing multicenter research project in Japan. The research committee of the study project outlined and approved our study protocols. This study was planned as a supplementary analysis after our previous research, which did not include any quantitative measurements of pulmonary emphysema.

The Institutional Review Board of each participating institution approved this study: Kobe University, Osaka University, Tenri Hospital, and University of the Ryukyus. Written informed consent was obtained from all enrolled patients.

Patients
From January to July of 2012, a total of 133 patients were initially enrolled for this study at the participating institutions. Our primary inclusion criteria were: 1) adult patients (≥20 years old); 2) provided fully informed consent; and 3) plain chest CT was planned as a part of routine clinical care for assessing known or suspected chest diseases, such as primary lung cancer, lung metastasis, emphysema, interstitial lung disease, or lymphadenopathy.

Some of these 133 patients were preliminarily assessed in our previous research for a different purpose. After the CT scans of all subjects were reviewed by a board-certified radiologist of the Japan Radiological Society (TY, with 13 years’ experience in thoracic radiology), 22 patients with visible pulmonary emphysema on chest CT were selected for this quantitative investigation. We did not include patients with sub-pleural bullae who did not have pulmonary emphysema. The enrolled patients included four women and 18 men. Their mean age was 67±11 years and mean body weight was 60.6±12.3 kg.

CT protocols
During a single visit, the 22 patients underwent plain chest CT (64-row helical mode) using identical 320-row MDCT scanners (Aquilion ONE, Toshiba Medical Systems, Otawara, Tochigi, Japan). Each subject was scanned three times at full inspiration, using different tube currents (240,
120, and 60 mA) with the same rotation time (0.35 sec). Thus, the final current settings were 84, 42, and 21 mAs. Patients were coached before scanning to hold their breath consistently during the three scanning times.

A scanning field of view was selected from two settings by radiological technologists based on a patient’s body habitus: 320 mm (medium) or 400 mm (large). Other scanning and reconstruction settings were fixed: tube voltage =120 kVp; collimation =0.5 mm; beam pitch =0.828 (helical pitch =53); imaging field of view =320 mm; slice thickness =1 mm (without image interval or overlapping); and reconstruction kernel = FC13 (for mediastinum).

Scan data were converted to CT images using AIDR3D (“standard” setting) and a conventional FBP method (Boost3D = without AIDR3D). Thus, six CT series with or without AIDR3D were made for each patient.

Radiation exposure was assessed using the volume CT dose index and the dose-length product (DLP), which were provided by the scanner as dose information for each patient. The effective radiation dose was obtained by multiplying DLP by a weighting factor for the chest (0.0145).

Quantitative analysis of lung densitometry and emphysema
All CT images were analyzed using a commercial workstation (Synapse Vincent, Fujifilm Medical, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan). A board-certified radiologist (TM, with 12 years’ experience in thoracic radiology) checked and obtained the following CT indices from the workstation: lung volume (LV), mean lung density (MLD), percent low attenuation area (LAA%, < −950 Hounsfield unit), and 15th percentile.

Image noise analysis
Using a different workstation viewer (ZioTerm 2009, Ziosoft, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan), a circular region of interest (ROI) with a radius of 10 mm was placed on the aortic arch by a single observer (TY). Image noise at each ROI was determined as the standard deviation of the CT values within the ROI. Because this analysis required measuring comparable regions on the aortic arch on different scan series, all six series with and without AIDR3D from a single patient were displayed simultaneously and set side-by-side on the screen. Thus, the observer was aware of the scanning protocol used for each scan series.

Statistical analysis
Comparisons of CT indices between scans with and without using AIDR3D at each tube current were made by Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. For each reconstruction method, comparisons of CT indices between each pair of three tube current settings were made by Bonferroni corrections. Possible associations between body weight and measurement errors (LAA% and 15th percentile) and with quantitative image noise were assessed by Spearman rank correlation analysis. A P-value of <0.05 was considered significant. All statistical analyses were done using JMP 8.0 software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Results
Radiation dose assessments
Two CT dose index volume settings were used in this study based on a patient’s body habitus: either 8.6, 4.3, or 2.2 mGy for, respectively, 240, 120, or 60 mA (n =14; those with a small or medium body habitus) or 9.5, 4.7, or 2.4 mGy (n =8, large habitus). Mean DLP values for 240, 120, and 60 mA were 337.9, 167.3, and 83.7 mGy-cm, respectively. The mean effective radiation dose for the entire protocol used in this study was 8.54±1.08 mSv (range: 7.20–10.25 mSv).

Quantitative measurements of lung indices and image noise
Table 1 shows the measured values for all lung indices (LV, MLD, LAA%, and 15th percentile) and image noise. Although LV was slightly larger at each tube current on scans with AIDR3D than on those without AIDR3D, higher MLD, lower LAA%, and higher 15th percentile values were obtained on scans with AIDR3D than on those without AIDR3D (Figure 1). The differences in these four CT indices between scans with and without AIDR3D were judged to be significant (P<0.0001). Also, at each tube current, significantly less image noise was observed on scans with AIDR3D than on those without AIDR3D (P<0.0001; Figure 2).

As shown in Table 1, when the tube current was decreased from 240 to 60 mA for scan series without AIDR3D, lower tube currents resulted in higher LAA% values and lower 15th percentiles. The differences in measures between 240 and 120 mA, between 120 and 60 mA, and between 240 and 60 mA were judged to be significant (LAA%, P<0.0001; 15th percentile, P<0.01). However, on scans with AIDR3D, the differences in measures of LAA% and 15th percentile among the three tube current settings were not significant, although very slight increases in LAA% and decreases in 15th percentiles were observed by changing the tube current from 240 to 60 mA.

Thus, using AIDR3D resulted in less severe but more consistent emphysema measurements for different tube current settings than when using the conventional FBP method.
Associations between body weight and measurement errors in LAA% and 15th percentile for different tube currents

On scans without AIDR3D, measurement errors for LAA% and 15th percentiles between different tube current settings were significantly correlated with subjects’ body weights ($P<0.05$; Table 2), whereas these errors between scans when using AIDR3D were insignificantly or minimally correlated with body weight. Thus, using AIDR3D reduced the effects of body habitus on LAA% and 15th percentile.
than on CT images when using FBP. 2) Similar to previous studies that used different IR techniques,\textsuperscript{5-9} using AIDR3D resulted in slightly higher MLD, smaller LAA\%, and higher 15th percentile values than when using conventional FBP. 3) Measurement errors for LAA\% or 15th percentiles were correlated with patients' body weights on scans without AIDR3D, and were minimized on scans with AIDR3D. Based on these observations, we believe that using IR should be recommended for quantitative analysis of emphysema to reduce measurement errors that are caused by tube current settings and body habitus; however, investigators must be aware that there will inevitably be differences in measured values between scans using IR and those using FBP.

Although there have been a few reports regarding the effects of IR on CT-based quantitative analysis of emphysema,\textsuperscript{14-17} it remains unclear whether IR can provide truly “better” measurements than conventional FBP methods. In this study, by using three different dose settings, we demonstrated that there were increases in LAA\% or decreases in 15th percentile results due to artifacts at lower tube current settings when using the FBP method and these errors were clearly reduced or controlled when using IR (AIDR3D). Better stabilized and more consistent measurements at different dose settings or for patients with different body habitus may enable researchers to select lower radiation dose settings and use automatic exposure control in future COPD studies. Although it remains difficult to explain why AIDR3D can stabilize measurements, the following explanation is plausible for understanding this phenomenon. It is known that when using conventional FBP methods, sharper reconstruction kernels result in higher LAA\% or lower 15th percentile values as compared to using standard kernels.\textsuperscript{5,6}

Figure 2 Image noise analysis.

Notes: At each tube current, greater image noise was observed on scans with filtered-back projection (FBP; without AIDR3D) than on those with AIDR3D. An FBP scan at 60 mA showed the greatest image noise. Note that each AIDR3D and FBP pair at three tube current settings was reconstructed from a single set of raw data.

Abbreviations: AIDR3D, Adaptive Iterative Dose Reduction using Three Dimensional Processing; SD, standard deviation; HU, Hounsfield unit.

results. Similar findings were made for our image noise analysis (Table 2).

Discussion

In this study, we made three observations regarding the use of IR for CT-based quantitative analysis of emphysema. 1) The extent of emphysema was more consistent across three different tube currents on CT images when using AIDR3D.

Table 2 Correlations between patients’ body weights and measurement differences among three tube current settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CT index</th>
<th>Reconstruction method</th>
<th>240–120 mA (\rho) and P-value</th>
<th>120–60 mA (\rho) and P-value</th>
<th>240–60 mA (\rho) and P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAA%</td>
<td>AIDR3D</td>
<td>0.30 (NS)</td>
<td>0.24 (NS)</td>
<td>0.52 (P&lt;0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBP</td>
<td>0.52 (P&lt;0.05)</td>
<td>0.68 (P&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>0.68 (P&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th percentile</td>
<td>AIDR3D</td>
<td>-0.21 (NS)</td>
<td>-0.33 (NS)</td>
<td>-0.47 (P&lt;0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBP</td>
<td>-0.42 (P&lt;0.05)</td>
<td>-0.50 (P&lt;0.05)</td>
<td>-0.64 (P&lt;0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image noise</td>
<td>AIDR3D</td>
<td>0.01 (NS)</td>
<td>0.02 (NS)</td>
<td>0.06 (NS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBP</td>
<td>0.44 (P&lt;0.05)</td>
<td>0.61 (P&lt;0.01)</td>
<td>0.53 (P&lt;0.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: LAA\%, percent low attenuation area; AIDR3D, Adaptive Iterative Dose Reduction using Three Dimensional Processing; FBP, filtered-back projection; NS, not significant; CT, computed tomography.
These sharp kernels, which are frequently applied to chest CT for edge-enhancement and better acutance of small pulmonary structures, involve much greater image noise than do standard kernels. When using these sharp kernels, artifact density dispersion (density heterogeneity) that is caused by added image noise directly causes an increase in LAA% and a decrease in the 15th percentile, which results in overestimating emphysema severity. This relationship regarding image noise differences between sharp and standard kernels can be expanded to that between FBP and IR. Because IR methods greatly reduce image noise, LAA% and 15th percentile are less affected by image noise on scans when using IR, as compared to those when using FBP. Further, even when a significant amount of image noise is anticipated, such as when scanning at a lower tube current or scanning larger patients, IR still powerfully reduces image noise (Figure 2). For these situations, conventional FBP gradually loses control over image noise and, thus, emphysema overestimation caused by greater density heterogeneity appears at lower tube current settings or for larger patients, similar to when using sharper kernels. However, the increase in image noise for these situations is much less when using IR, which probably provides for better stabilized, more consistent measurements.

Although we only used AIDR3D in this study, we believe that similar advantages of IR techniques for more stable measurements will be common among scanners from other manufacturers when considering that all IR methods greatly reduce image noise. Stabilizing CT-based emphysema measurements by using IR would be a breakthrough for using CT data in clinical care for COPD and for generating a larger study cohort using different CT scanners. CT-based COPD analysis invariably involves limitations with regard to standardizing measurements between different models and generations of CT scanners, which may be avoided or reduced by using IR methods. Longitudinal CT observations of COPD patients for longer periods or consolidating CT data from multiple institutions may also be achieved by using IR.

This study had several limitations. First, the number of patients was relatively small. However, because the entire process, including image generation and quantitative measurements, was completely automatic, we strongly believe that our results were not unduly skewed due to the small sample size. Second, because our aim was not to investigate quantitative airway analysis, the advantages of IR for airway analysis should be evaluated in additional studies. Third, we did not clearly demonstrate a direct association between image noise and changes in emphysema indices due to artifacts. However, several previous studies did demonstrate possible correlations between image noise and measurement errors during the quantitative analysis of emphysema.

Fourth, we did not determine whether or not IR provided stronger correlations between emphysema measurements and spirometric values, as spirometry was not performed for this study. This should be investigated in future studies.

In conclusion, IR, represented by AIDR3D in this study, provides consistent measurements of LAA% and 15th percentile results at different tube current settings as compared with those using a conventional FBP method.
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